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Flow Visualization
Course Structure
• Teams of mixed students (20 – 50 total) 

– 1/3 graduate,  2/3 undergrad 
– 1/3 arts (fine arts photography and video)  2/3 engineering 

(scheduling: administrative challenge)
• Lecture (2 - 3 hrs/wk)
• 6 assignments:

1 individual, using small scale, at home flows
3 team, some apparatus available
2 individual cloud images

• Students choose physics and visualization techniques 
• Detailed reports with scaled expectations



Course Content

• Photographic techniques (6 lectures)
– Optics, exposure, resolution, composition, digital 

technology
• Flow Visualization Techniques (6)
• Fluid phenomena (3 - 6)

– Survey, scaling, cloud physics, vorticity
• Critiques (5 - 10)
• Art aspects; aesthetics, impact of technology on 

art (guest lectures)



Research Questions

• Overarching, 10 year goal: 
How does increasing visual perception of 
engineering topics improve educational outcomes?

– Visual perception  = seeing and perceiving an 
abstract construct such as fluid physics or mechanical 
design as ubiquitous in the environment

– Educational outcomes = recruitment and retention in 
school and the workforce, attitudinal shifts, cognitive 
gains and evidence of ‘life- long learning’



Research Questions: Specific
1. Does a Flow Vis experience increase visual expertise? How much 

and what type of experience is needed?
2. Does increased visual expertise impact educational outcomes?
3. Does Flow Vis improve affect/attitudes towards fluid mechanics? If 

so, why? Is it related to the pedagogical techniques employed in 
the course, or to the emphasis on aesthetics? Does this improved 
affect result in better outcomes?

4. What aspect of increased visual perception has the most impact on 
educational outcomes? Specifically, does aesthetics give Flow Vis 
its power? Is it the creativity required to make images? Or is it 
love of physics?
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Visual Expertise
• “I see fluids everywhere now” = visual expertise?
• Perceptual experts (bird watchers, dog show judges) 

categorize at the ‘subordinate level’; (mountain 
chickadee, not small bird) as fast as typical ‘basic level’.

• Most humans have expertise in faces of own race.
• Investigated by 

– fMRI
– event-related potential (ERP) components (signature waveforms derived 

from EEG)
– matching speed tests

• Achievable in lab studies. RQ: can this be applied to 
abstract constructs, i.e. fluid physics?

Scott L. S., Tanaka J. W., and Curran T., 2009, “Degrees of Expertise,” Perceptual Expertise, 1(9), pp. 107-139



Method: Visual Expertise 
Training
• RQ: can novices be trained to immediately 

recognize the difference in visual 
appearance between a laminar and a 
turbulent flow in either the context of a 
Karman vortex street (KVS), or in a more 
general context? 



Method: Visual Expertise 
Training
• Error-driven training
• Is this Category 1 or Category 2?



Method: continued

• Image appears for 0.8 seconds. Comparable to other 
visual expertise studies.

1. Pretest (Match task 1). No answers given. 20 images of 
each type (lam, turb) randomized from pool of 40 
images per type.

2. Training. 10 images of each type, Beep CORRECT or 
Boop INCORRECT

3. Post test (Match task 2) Same images as in Pretest.
4. Alternate Test (Match task 3) If subject trained on KVS 

images, are given 40 general laminar and turbulent 
images. Also vice versa.



Example images: KVS
Laminar Turbulent



Example images: General
Laminar Turbulent



Subjects

• 20 novices (Psych pool students, no fluid 
mechanics training) out of 40 planned.

• Next stage: current Junior Fluid Mechanics 
students (20).



New categories?

• Types of laminar or turbulent flows
• Jets, shear layers, Rayleigh-Taylor 

instabilities, others? 
• To answer whether some categories are 

easier than others



Initial Results



Does Training Generalize?
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Conclusion

• Can Visual Expertise be applied to abstract 
concept: Laminar vs Turbulent flow?

• So far, qualified yes. Visual expertise 
training does improve performance

• Does visual expertise generalize? 
– Training on KVS images does not improve 

performance on general images
– Training on general images provides equal 

performance on KVS images



Future work

• Mixed methods sociocultural study
– Quantitative analysis and validation of Fluids Perception Survey
– Qualitative analysis of affect and attitudes using interviews and 

analysis of student work

• Visual expertise: 
– Test fluids students 
– Study subject attitudes
– Expand study to other types of physics



Thank You

• Google “Flow visualization” for course 
website and student image galleries, or

• Flowvis.colorado.edu 
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